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Think, Pray, News

Nikola Jokic

Denver Nuggets Raining MVP Nikola

Jokic was ejected from Monday

night's game against the Miami Heat

after pushing Markieff Morris from

behind late in the fourth quarter and

setting off a fight between the two

teams. The incident occurred after

Morris committed an unnecessary

hard foul on Jokic,

who reacted by shoving Morris to the

ground. Morris hurt his neck on the

play and left the game. Morris was

fined $50,000 for the flagrant foul

and Jokic was ejected and suspended

for one game. "It's a stupid play. I feel

bad. I'm not supposed to react that

way," Jokic told the media after the

game.

Although Jokic is somewhat in the

right as Morris has been committing

unnecessary dirty fouls all

throughout his career. This has

caused beef on twitter between the

Jokic brothers and the Morris

brothers.

-----------------------------------------

-

By: Kieran Callanan

------------------------------------------



TED TALKS

ELON MUSK

Elon Musk is an American

entrepreneur and scientist. He was

born in South Africa on June 28, as a

child he always loved technology,

mostly video games. For example, at

age 12 he created a video game and sold

it to a computer magazine company,

pretty amazing for a 12 year old to

create a video game I can barely turn

on my computer.In 1988, he left South

Africa to search for bigger

opportunities in the United States. He

went to the University of

Pennsylvania where he received a

bachelor's degree in physics and

economics. But before he went to the

University of Pennsylvania he went to

Stanford, another university but only

stayed for two days because he

realized that university isn't helping

him at all; that's crazy! When he

dropped out of university he founded

Zip2 a company that gave maps and

business directories to online news

papers.Later, in 1999 Zip2 was bought

by Compaq for $307 million dollars.

That's a lot of cash. Elon Musk still

wanted to become much richer so he

founded X.com which you probably

know by the name of PayPal. Paypal is

an online service used to transfer

money to people and businesses. But

in 2002 it was sold for 1.5 billion

dollars. Some interesting facts about

Elon is that he appeared on the

Simpsons in the episode “Musk Who

Fell to Earth.” In this episode Elon

Musk falls from the sky and lands in

the Simpsons backyard which is

very unexpected and they all

become great friends. Another crazy

thing Elon musk did was buy a

James Bond submarine car from the

movie The Spy who Loved Me for 1

million dollars; thats crazy! Elon

Musk is also a thrillionaire which is a

massive amount of money, which is

very impressive. Elon Musk also

named his son X Æ A-12 Musk which

is a very weird name for a child and

people don't know what it means

and Elon Musk hasn't explained it

yet. Elon musk has always thought

that humanity was destined to be a

multi planet species, which is a very

bold statement from a person who

named their child X Æ A-12, but he

followed through with this

statement by founding SpaceX in

2002. SpaceX has been a massive

space company that is 20 years old

and is still launching many rockets to

this day. Tesla is an electric car

company that's goal is to show the

world that electric cars are

faster,more efficient, and much

more fun to drive than any other.

car. In 2006, they released their first

car, the Roadster, which could travel

245 miles on a single charge. Super

impressive! Two years later Tesla

introduced the Model S sedan which

was a massive success. It got great

reviews and drove almost perfectly!

From then on Tesla has made lots of

different cars and they have all been

a massive success. Elon Musk is a

fascinating person and still has a lot

more investing and enrapturing to

do, and yes his biggest inspiration is

Kanye West.



Five Nights At Freddy’s

Video games are the perfect mix of adventure,

entertainment, and graphic design all at once. The new

video game, Security Breach, has gotten all the Five Nights

at Freddy's fans crazed. In this game you play as Gregory,

an 11 year old boy. You have to try to survive the night

while being hunted down by a crazed bunny and three

haunted animatronics. But there’s something different in

this game: the lead animatronic, Freddy, wants to help you

escape the pizzeria by 6 A.M.! Freddy will guide you and

give you tips on how to leave the pizzeria without getting

jumpscared by the other animatronics.

The most important glam

rock animatronics are Chica,

a chick animatronic who

plays the guitar (she will be

the first animatronic to

chase you), Roxy, a self

absorbed wolf animatronic

that will chase you in the

pizzaplex arcade, and

Monty; he's the most

aggressive animatronic out

of the four glamrocks, as he

is seen constantly roaring.

-----------------------------

By: Erin, Giovana, Isabella,

Emma

---------------------------

And just like that, now you

know the amazing new game

that has been blowing up on

the internet. Even though it

is a scary game, there is a

giant chance that you will

like it! Five nights at freddys

is one the fastest growing

communities and one of the

most highly anticipated

games. People have been

waiting years for this game

and now it's out! We fully

recommend it!



Ethan Yerow

Today we decided to interview Ethan

Yerow. Ethan is new to St. James, and

he came from William Annin Middle

School. This is not the first time he

was new, though. He moved to

Germany for six months when he was

four because of his mom’s work. His

favorite things to do are play baseball

and basketball. He loves to play

baseball because he’s been playing for

a long time (since he was six). He has

been playing basketball since he was

eleven years old. Before playing

baseball and basketball, Ethan did

wrestling. He went 1-15 in fourth

grade. He loves SJS because of the

food here, the smaller classes, and the

teachers. He says that he especially

enjoys math with Ms. Finnen because

of the fun Mathercise activities she

does. His favorite memory at SJS is

the afternoon Halloween party. He

came to St. James because his parents

strongly encouraged him to come

here and he wanted to go to a private

school. A big selling point for Ethan

and his parents was knowing one of

our current 8th grade students, John

Peoples. They have been childhood

friends since fourth grade and with

the high reviews of this school,
Ethan and his family thought that it

was the right fit. He likes SJS a lot

because the kids are nicer and he

would recommend it to other kids

because the teachers here are more

committed to helping out their

students than public school teachers

are. For high school next year, Ethan

wants to go to Delbarton because he

says, “I know the baseball coach and

the academics are great.” Ethan stated

that his favorite sports memory was

when he hit two homeruns in one

game, and felt like he

accomplished something for his team.

-------------------------------

By: Amelia, Meaghan, John, and Justin

---------------------------



STREAM Fair

The STREAM Fair! Science, Technology,

Religion, Engineering, the Arts, and

Mathematics. A combination of every

key part of the world all in one spot.

The science fair is a thing of the past,

now we have the STREAM fair! Saint

James School’s first ever STREAM fair

will be on May 5, 2022. There will be

many exciting projects that will be

completed by 6th, 7th, and 8th graders.

Students will be presenting their

projects to the rest of the school during

the day, and parents will be able to

come in the evening. It will be a great

day for all!

The purpose behind this fair is for the

students to research a problem in their

everyday lives, their communities, the

environment or the world and come up

with a solution. The problem needs to

be authentic, meaningful and truly

understood and cared about by the

students. Students will use science and

engineering practices to come up with a

solution. They will be acting as real life

scientists for the next few months!

They will ask questions and define

problems, develop and use models,

plan and carry out investigations,

analyze and interpret data, use math

and computational thinking, construct

explanations and design solutions,

engage in argument from evidence,

and communicate their information. It

will be very interesting to see what our

middle school students come up with!

-

SJS Basketball

update

On February 26th both 8th grade

teams played each other. It was an

intense matchup between both teams.

Team Gold is certain of victory calling

themselves the “A Team”. But the

Blue team does not believe this.

Personally I think the Gold team will

win. The hype is large. Blue team

center Ethan Yerow will come back

from injury to play this game (torn

ACL). Both teams have only lost one

game. The game started off very slow.

Great defense was being played but

shots were not falling for either team.

Although, the blue team made a

buzzer beating layup to end the half.

The Blue team was up by one point at

half, but star player Ethan Yerow was

struggling with 3 fouls and zero

points. The Gold team came out strong

in the second half with two quick

threes from Kieran Callanan. The Blue

team could not seem to contain Brody

Sheehan from fast breaking. Ethan

Yerow picked up his fourth foul and

the gold team was up 6 at the end of

the third quarter. Blue started the

fourth quarter in a full court press.

Ethan Yerow managed to score his

first points of the game, much to Miss

K’s disliking. The blue team tried to

make a last minute push but it was

not enough to beat the A team

(Gold).The final score of the game was

42-30 in favor of the Gold team which

is now the A team

-------------------------------

By: Daniel, Caylor, Ethan, Jeremy,

Kieran

---------------------------.


